Diagram to table 7. Per cent do-forms in various types of sentence

Aff. decl. (lower full line) = affirmative declarative sentences. The figure in the n column has been arrived at by subtracting the number of negative and interrogative instances from the figure n in table 6 above. Imperatives are included before 1500 only.

Neg. decl. (lower broken line) = negative declarative sentences, main group (see below, p. 199).

Aff. q. (a, v) (upper full line) = affirmative direct a-questions and v-questions. See below, p. 202. The special groups indicated below, pp. 204 n. 2, 206, are not included.

Neg. q (a, v) (upper broken line) = negative direct a-questions and v-questions.

Neg. imp. (dotted line) = negative imperatives, main group. See below, p. 199.